ENGLISH

G&G VC
Videocontainer 5'ft

Mobile video surveillance system with highest
scalability and video analyses

G&G VC sets a new benchmark in mobile and energy
autonomous video surveillance. High scalable, mobilized and
demobilized within 10 min. and easy to operate.

- high scalable video surveillance system
- proven incorporated video analyses

With best video analyses algorithms on the market G&G-VC is

- Usable in highest audit category

a Class of its own.

- Sabotage protection via permanent

G&G VC is the perfect solution for:

360° observation

Ÿ

Construction site surveillance

- no need of any external motion detectors

Ÿ

Open space surveillance

- Energy autonomous

Ÿ

Event surveillance and protection

- shortest make ready time on the market

Ÿ

Video documentation

- Special functions integrated for sensible areas
and areas of high data protection ruling
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Product features

Automatic alarming
Object classifying by latest state of the art video
analyses plus immediate alarm forwarding.

Event-driven alarming locally
Acoustic siren and vocal advice with SPL (1W/1m)
of 113dB

Gapless Surveillance
video permanent 360° without any dead angle day
and night

Independent power
Autonomous power by solar plus Diesel generator
(own development)
Ansicht bei Objektklassiﬁzierung

Live transmission
Access on live and historic video via mobile network
or satellite

Carefree Package
Ansicht bei Nacht

Direct connection to Security Guard Control Center
possible

Technical Data

Easy mobilizing and demobilizing
Mobilizing and demobilizing of the system by
1 person within 10 min

Typ

G&G VC 2

Frame

5 ft see freight container modified

Camera poste

3 segmented telescope with winch, 5,3m

number of cameras

5*

Robust design

p/t Camera

Pan-tilt camera with 30° IR light and 36x optical zoom

surround view

4x dome cameras 95° with 1280x960 pcs

all technique installed in see freight container

data storage

2TB video storage*2

Tailor-made for customers' needs
Individual equipment and functions modular
combinable

Unlimited use
- Construction site surveillance
- Open space surveillance
- Event surveillance and protection
- Video documentation

analyses

video analyses with movement patterns analyses

illumination

360° IR illumination of a radius of ca. 120m

power

autonomous*3, battery buffered solar plus Diesel generator

Fuel tank

80 Liters (runtime several months)

Data transfer

LTE; UMTS; EDGE; GSM; alternative via Satellite *4

Alarming

external to Security guard control center; locally with 113 dB

Ventilation

exhausting passive, Air supply active*5

Dimensions

LxWxH round about 2,2m x1,6m x 2,85m plus trailer

*

with full package otherwise 4

*2

video storage capacity for 5 weeks

*3

with autonomous energy package otherwise battery buffered 230V grid connection

*4

for use of satellite communication a separate staff training is needed

*5

active air supply is part of the autonomous energy package

Further use options
Base Container without video equipment. The Container with autonomous energy package
and water proof installation room is available, too as base for your own Applications.

Usable modular
The water proof installation room and the
autonomous power are a perfect base for
further applications. The base cabinet can be
ordered, too.
Our team can implement customers
components, too, like Antennas, sending
devices, etc..

Autonomous power
package

Solar power
package

G&G VC

Counting of persons and walk
path analyses

Answering point

Detection of objects left back
or taken away

Displays with plan
views and people
guidance systems

Entrance control incl. interface
to operate gates

Mobile Internet
Hotspot

Light
package
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